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tooling is very important for the success of a software project. it is very hard to judge how reliable is a software product without good tooling. there are many other.net decompilers, such as toad, decompiler for .net (decod) for visual studio, binarytides decompiler for visual studio, bluej, dndec and many others. there is also a decompiler for il.net,
il2cpp. all these software products offer good and free features. it is always a good idea to have more than one.net decompiler available. you can choose the one that suits you best. nuwen is a very complete decompiler for the.net framework. it can decompile all types of assemblies and even the mix of c++/cli and.net framework assemblies. the fact

that nuwen can deal with multiple version of the.net framework is a real pain killer. the first release of mono decompiler is a very powerful assembly disassembler that can also deal with managed code. although, a later release of mono decompiler introduces some interesting features that made it even more appealing. in short, its an assembly
disassembler that has been converted to an il disassembler. the first release of dotpeek was an in-house decompiler of visual studio 2010 and 2012. it was the one and only decompiler for visual studio 2010 and 2012. the latest release of dotpeek introduced lots of new features. for example, it can deal with assembly content that was created in

visual studio 2017. ida is one of the most famous open source decompilers. although, it is very famous, it is also very old and the decompilation support was not up to date. in fact, ida cannot decompile recent assemblies and it also has some minor limitations with some features.
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all the above are free while the below ones may not be. in any case, the below are my suggestions to the.net developer community. i hope someone uses these and posts their experience in the comments below. decompilerdotnet is a microsoft owned project which has an open source license . this means that anyone can use it for free on any
platform with or without modifying it. its feature rich but doesnt have a lot of options. the decompiler with its plugin based architecture supports decompiling and debugging of c#, vb, f#, and c# to a great extent but hasnt been updated since 2014. it can be used from command prompt and windows gui which isnt very convenient. the .net memory

profiler allows you to profile.net assemblies for.net memory usage. its not a decompiler, but it is a useful tool for a developer who is using.net memory profilers or memory dump tools for memory analysis. ilspy is the most popular.net decompiler and its source code is available on github. its very slow for interactive use and not an option for
decompiling larger assemblies. its open source and has a lot of options for decompiling and debugging. the decompiler doesnt support.net native or embedded languages, but its free and has a lot of options for decompiling such languages. dotpeek is a free, open source decompiler. its doesnt support.net native and has a very basic and limited plugin

architecture. its fast and open source. its a good option if you are using visual studio or dotpeek with visual studio. its free and has a lot of options for decompiling and debugging. 5ec8ef588b
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